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INTRODUCTION

Even though labour rights are now regarded as human rights,1 substantial differences remain in how labour rights and human rights regimes each approach equality at work. This paper will critically analyse the significant differences in how the ILO conventions and the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities ("CRPD")2 protect people with disabilities employed in precarious work.

One of the measures advanced in Article 27 of the CRPD goes against traditional approaches to protecting vulnerable workers, i.e., the CRPD promotes precarious work.3 Judy Fudge observes that the term "precarious work" focuses on whether the form of regulating work decreases workers’ work security, legal rights, and union protection, while also placing workers in an economically vulnerable situation.4 CRPD Article 27(1)(f) provides that State parties will safeguard and promote the
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3. Id.

realization of the right to work by taking appropriate steps, including through promoting “opportunities for self-employment, entrepreneurship, the development of cooperatives and starting one’s own business.” The forms of work articulated in Article 27(1)(f) reduce labour protections, reduce access to union protections and can result in workers being more vulnerable than workers in standard employment relationships.

Labour laws distinguish between employment and other forms of regulating work. Whereas employees are regarded as vulnerable and entitled to some protection, workers in other contractual arrangements are treated as commercial operators and more able to protect their own interests. For this reason, anti-discrimination law, dismissal protections, sick leave, annual leave and workers compensation either do not apply or have reduced application to workers who run their own businesses. Accordingly, laws assume contractors, bailies, and franchisees “to be in commercial arrangements and in less need of protection.” It is therefore remarkable that the CRPD, the primary convention to protect the rights of

7. This issue has regularly reached the highest appellant courts. For cases see High Court of Australia judgments in Hollis v. Vabu Pty. Ltd. [2001] 207 C.L.R. 21 (Austl.) (on whether a bicycle courier was an employee or contractor); Stevens v. Brodribb Sawmilling Co. Pty. Ltd. [1986] 160 C.L.R. 13 (Austl.) (posing a multi-factor test to determine if a worker was an employee or contractor); NLRB v. Hearst Publ’ns, 322 U.S. 111 (1944) (determining whether newsboys are employees or independent contractors).
8. The level of protection differs substantially between countries that embrace the employment at will doctrine, such as the United States, and those that have dismissal protections based upon fairness: Thomas C. Kohler, The Employment Relation and Its Ordering at Century’s End: Reflections on Emerging Trends in the United States, 41 B.C.L. REV. 103 (1999).
9. Id.
persons with disabilities, including the right to work,\textsuperscript{12} adopts non-standard employment vehicles as one option to promote workplace equality. It has been a cornerstone of the labour movement that permanent fulltime work is the most effective way of protecting workers’ rights.\textsuperscript{13} The CRPD drafters arguably recognised that existing labour and human rights laws were failing persons with disabilities and embraced a different approach. Through promoting precarious work for persons with disabilities in Article 27, what message are the community of nations and drafters of the CRPD sending about the effectiveness of human rights and industrial relations laws to protect workers with disabilities workplace rights?

The comparative critical analysis in this paper is divided into two parts. Part I of this paper will compare and contrast how the ILO and CRPD construct workers with disabilities. This part will draw from theoretical models in labour theories and disability studies to explain how these different regimes determine when workers with disabilities should have their right to work protected. This paper will then analyse in Part II how ILO conventions and the CRPD adopt different approaches to regulating and promoting precarious work. Arguably, the definition of who is a “worker” under each regime, in combination with operational factors, has a significant influence on the contrasting approaches of these two regimes.

To understand the theoretical, regulatory and operational implications of how ILO conventions and the CRPD approach the rights of precarious workers with disabilities, this paper will use the “gig economy” as a case study. The CRPD was the first human rights United Nations convention in the 21\textsuperscript{st} century and it therefore seems appropriate to analyse the implications of Article 27(1)(f) by using the most recent manifestation of structuring work: the gig worker.\textsuperscript{14} The gig economy is an incremental step that technological developments have made possible. Gig companies control where customers can request various services and products.\textsuperscript{15} Naturally, the gig company then distributes the work to workers who will provide the product or service.\textsuperscript{16} The customer pays the gig

\textsuperscript{12} United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, supra note 2, art. 27.
\textsuperscript{13} Richard Johnstone et al., Beyond Employment: The Legal Regulation of Work Relationships 18 (2012).
\textsuperscript{16} Id.
company, who then in turn remunerates the worker.\textsuperscript{17} To protect brand image, gig companies exercise significant control over gig workers and retain the power to terminate gig workers without notice.\textsuperscript{18}

Some of the most successful gig companies are the ride sharing services of Uber and Lyft.\textsuperscript{19} There are many other gig product and services offered, usually on a micro-contract basis, including clerical, freelance, information-technology, consultancy, copy editing, and research assistant work (which has arguably created a college cheating economy).\textsuperscript{20} The gig economy is not stable, and it is likely to expand into every product and service which can be provided via a gig company.

\textbf{PART I. IMPAIRMENT AS A PROBLEM OR ABILITY DIVERSITY: THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE DISABLED WORKER}

\textit{A. ILO, Labour Laws and the Problematizing of Workers who have a Disability}

International labour standards are a powerful tool for critiquing domestic laws.\textsuperscript{21} Understanding how ILO standards exacerbate workplace ability inequalities impacts how workers with disabilities are perceived by employers. ILO labour standards are aimed at protecting workers’ rights.\textsuperscript{22} Are persons with disabilities regarded by ILO conventions as valuable workers or as discounted workers?

Arguably, ILO conventions provide people with disabilities limited protection and support. The ILO’s primary focus around ability differences at work is enabling workers with abilities in the normal abilities range to operate. The ILO has historically not provided people with disabilities the same protection as those with other attributes. For example, ILO Convention No. 111 concerning Discrimination in Respect of Employment and Occupation regarded disability discrimination as a second-
Article 5(1) prohibits discrimination on the grounds of race, colour, sex, religion, political opinion, national extraction or social origin. Article 5(2) provides that special measures to assist, inter alia, persons with disabilities are permitted under Convention No. 111.

The line between an abled body and a disabled one is permeable, with accident, illness, and poor health caused by aging resulting in movement between these categories. ILO conventions and jurisprudence are targeted at enabling people who are able to work to continue to work, and those who lose abilities and are thus excluded from work. The ILO Convention (No. 155) concerning Occupational Safety and Health and the Working Environment seeks to, inter alia, protect workers’ safety and health to enable them to maintain their current state of abilities. Where workers are injured at work, the conventions promote the rehabilitation and return to work of workers, or where this is not possible, the compensation of workers as they leave the labour market.

Article 1 of the Vocational Rehabilitation and Employment (Disabled Persons) Convention implicitly accepts that persons with disabilities are largely excluded from work, defining the “disabled person” as “an individual whose prospects of securing, retaining and advancing in suitable employment are substantially reduced as a result of a duly recognised physical or mental impairment.” The way in which this convention problematizes the under-employment of people with disabilities is contrary to modern understandings of disablement. It ignores the wider causes of disablement and focuses the attention on helping the person with a disability learn to cope with barriers in society. Article 1(2) does not seek to achieve equality of work, but expects that persons with disabilities will only secure “suitable employment” and that the State should help persons with disabilities to integrate or reintegrate into society.
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25. Id.
26. See generally Harpur, supra note 24; Kanter, supra note 14.
27. See generally Harpur, supra note 24.
31. See generally id.
A significant difference between ILO conventions and the CRPD is in the area of altering work environments to render them accessible to persons with disabilities. The ILO conventions do not require employers to make any reasonable accommodations or adjustments to enable persons with different abilities to perform their duties. The duty to make reasonable accommodations and adjustments is a key aspect of the CRPD, and is an important aspect of the right to work in the CRPD. The concept of what is reasonable is situational and differs between rights protected. The right to work in the CRPD speaks of environments that are “open, inclusive and accessible” to persons with disabilities. This can be contrasted with the right to education where the CRPD guarantees people with disabilities access to education.

The ILO adopts a tripartite approach which balances the interests of capital, labour and the state. Whereas UN human rights conventions focus on individual rights, the ILO focuses on protecting collective rights. Within this paradigm the interests of workers are primarily advanced by organized labour. Unfortunately, organized labour has largely neglected the interests of persons with disabilities. Humphrey describes organized labour’s approach to persons with disabilities as “a political and cultural forgetfulness.” With so many issues and battles on the agenda, it is arguable that ability equality has largely been left off the agenda of organized labour.

To help understand how organized labour has approached ability differences at work, Carrie Basas critically analysed a random sample of 100 United States public sector collective bargaining agreements.

---
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37. Id. at 1042.
Basas’ study identified four overarching approaches to ability difference in the workplace: 1) the industrialist approach, which problematized impairment, ignored disabling barriers in the workplace and reflected a medical model construction of disability; 2) the community approach, which focused on the collective good of the community. While this approach may appear to help persons with disabilities, in fact the majority good may be harmful for the good of minority groups. The focus of the community approach is to subjugate the interests of the minority for the benefit of the majority. As the community good is the focus, this reduces the capacity of individual workers to assert their individual needs; 3) The compliance approach, which provided that all parties would comply with their legal duties without taking additional steps to achieve the purposes of equality interventions; and 4) the idealistic approach, which focused on social causes and involved advocacy for the rights of groups including persons with disabilities. Out of the four approaches identified by Basas, only the collective bargaining agreements which reflected the idealistic approach notably advanced the rights of persons with disabilities.

Work reassignment for disabled or injured workers is a good example of how ability equality and the interests of organized labour can conflict with one another. Anti-discrimination laws across the globe prevent employers from discriminating against employees with disabilities, and require employers to make reasonable adjustments to enable these employees to work. There are circumstances where the best work adjustment is to reassign the disabled employee. Work reassignments are often coveted and accordingly regulated by collective bargaining agreements. This places employers in a position where they need to either follow anti-discrimination laws or the collective agreement. The United States Supreme Court has considered how employers should act in such situations, and has authorised them to exclude workers with disabilities and follow collective agreements. Of course, organized labour could avoid this problem by only signing collective agreements which permit disability related reassignments. Organized labour has arguably not agreed to grant

40. Id. at 815-27.
41. See generally Id. at 835.
43. FERRI & LAWSON, supra note 34; ANNA LAWSON, DISABILITY AND EQUALITY LAW IN BRITAIN: THE ROLE OF REASONABLE ADJUSTMENT (2008).
44. Bales, supra note 42, at 182.
capital greater managerial discretion around assignments from a fear that such discretion would be abused. Rather than limiting assignments to the genuinely injured or disabled, reassignments might be provided to promote capital’s struggle against labour.46

It is not that organized labour is not interested in equality; it is more that organized labour has very limited resources and operates within an increasingly difficult industrial relations landscape. Organized labour has promoted the equality of ability where this can be done, without impacting the wider struggle for fair work conditions.47 Organized labour remains involved in fighting for workers that are injured at work, and this has the potential to expand into wider ability equality issues.48 Organized labour has recognised that workers with disabilities are an untapped membership base and has taken efforts to bring disability issues into their agendas.49 Some of these efforts involve attempts to alter how employers perceive workers with disabilities.50 Other efforts are more direct. For example, organized labour has provided industrial relations advocacy for workers with disabilities and has developed trade union disability champions.51 While these small steps to promote ability equality are positive, ultimately organized labour focuses on the collective struggle against capital, and individual rights associated with workers with disabilities remain a peripheral issue.

B. The CRPD and the Problematizing of the Unemployed Worker with a Disability

The emergence of the social model of disability in the 1980s has had a transformational impact on how public policies problematize ability inequalities in society.52 The social model has been adopted and expanded

47. Id.
49. Basas, supra note 39, at 801.
by the CRPD.\textsuperscript{53} The CRPD sets out a roadmap for transforming how ability differences are approached and regulated.\textsuperscript{54} Because the ILO conventions mentioned above were drafted and adopted well before the adoption of the CRPD, it is not surprising that there are significant differences in how disability is constructed between the ILO conventions and the CRPD.

In contrast to ILO conventions, the human rights paradigm in the CRPD recognises that barriers in society limit the capacity of people with different abilities to exercise their right to work.\textsuperscript{55} The CRPD includes a focus on how society can become more accommodating of ability differences. CRPD Article 27(1)(i) does not just place a duty on employers to make sure reasonable accommodations are made in the workplace, Article 27 requires the State to ensure that such accommodations are made.\textsuperscript{56} This imposes upon the state a two-fold obligation. First, the CRPD requires States to legislate a requirement for employers to make reasonable accommodations and, second, they are required to take steps to promote a more inclusive society generally.\textsuperscript{57} This might include research on, adoption and promotion of universal design.\textsuperscript{58}

The differences between how the ILO and CRPD problematize disability have substantial results for ability equality at work. The approach reflected in ILO conventions falls short of international and domestic norms around ability equality at work. The ILO conventions focus on helping an individual cope with barriers in the workplace without requiring employers to take steps to remove those barriers to ability equality. Anti-discrimination laws go further than the ILO and require employers

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{54} \textbf{Professor Gerard Quinn heralds the CRPD as the Declaration of Independence for persons with disabilities. See Gerard Quinn, Closing: Next Steps-Towards a United Nations Treaty on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities in Disability Rights 519, 541 (Peter Blanck ed., 2005).}
\item \textsuperscript{55} \textbf{See Paul Harpur, Time to be Heard: How Advocates can use the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities to Drive Change, 45 Val. U.L. Rev. 1271, 1273-75 (2011) [hereinafter Time to be Heard: How Advocates can use the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities to Drive Change].}
\item \textsuperscript{56} \textbf{United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, supra note 2, art. 27.}
\item \textsuperscript{57} \textbf{Paul Harpur, From Universal Exclusion to Universal Equality: Regulating Ableism in a Digital Age, 40 N. Ky. L. Rev. 529 (2013) [hereinafter From Universal Exclusion to Universal Equality].}
\item \textsuperscript{58} \textbf{Discrimination, Copyright and Equality: Opening the E-Book for the Print Disabled, supra note 53.}
\end{itemize}
to take positive steps to promote ability equality by requiring them to make reasonable alterations to work environments.\(^59\)

This duty on parties to make alterations in Ireland, the United States and in the CRPD is described as “reasonable accommodation”,\(^60\) and in Australia and the United Kingdom as “reasonable adjustments”.\(^61\) Anti-discrimination laws require reasonable accommodations and adjustments from employers. These duties involve making alterations to environments to enable persons with disabilities to operate.\(^62\)

The CRPD goes further than anti-discrimination laws and requires the state to promote universal design.\(^63\) The CRPD defines universal design to include “the design of products, environments, programmes and services to be usable by all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation or specialized design”.\(^64\) Universal design reduces the need for retrofitting and thus improves the employability of persons with disabilities.

Reasonable accommodations and universal design both have a significant impact upon gig workers with disabilities. All gig workers need to access the internet and digital gig companies. Digital gig companies can be created in ways that limit or enhance persons with disabilities capacity to access content.\(^65\) If digital content is not placed in an accessible format, then a person with a disability will need to find a means of ac-


64. *Id.*

PRECARIOUS WORK FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

cessing that information, either by identifying a work around in the system (which may be unlawful and involve stripping of digital rights management securities), or by using the assistance of a person without a disability. The fact that ILO conventions ignore the role employers and work systems have in disabling people with impairments limits the capacity of the ILO to promote ability equality at work.

PART II. PRECARIOUS WORK AS PROMOTING OR DAMAGING WORKERS’ RIGHTS

A. ILO, Labour Laws and Precarious Work

A result of self-employment, entrepreneurship, operating cooperatives and owning one’s own business is the inability to exercise one of the core labour rights: the right to collectivise. The ILO’s tripartite approach embraces collectivism as a means to promote workplace rights. The notion of workers acting collectively for mutual protection is a core focus of labour law. Competition and anti-cartel laws prohibit commercial operators from working together to influence the market. While these prohibitions reduce the risk from anti-competitive conduct in the broader economy, the application of these restrictions can significantly disadvantage precarious workers. Workers that operate through corporate structures are regarded as companies and are prohibited from collectivising. This means, even if they can surmount the isolation caused by geographical separation from other workers and often multiple engagers and form alliances, competition laws prohibit such workers from acting collectively to influence working conditions.

69. See Jacoby M. Sanford, Unnatural extinction: The rise and fall of the independent local union, 40 INDUS. REL. 377, 392 (2001).
The inability to collectivize is one factor that has motivated the ILO to introduce conventions to protect workers who operate through their own commercial entities.73 While there is currently no convention specifically protecting workers in the gig economy, some of these workers are covered by existing ILO conventions.74 Arguably, gig workers are home workers. Home workers or outworkers, depending on the preferred nomenclature,75 are an early form of gig work. Technology has enhanced the capacity of capital to create this incremental variation of structuring work. While there are differences between gig work and home work, arguably the ILO’s Home Work Convention covers gig workers.76

Article 1(a) of the Home Work Convention defines a home worker to include a person that is not an employee of the principal, who performs work:

(i) in his or her home or in other premises of his or her choice, other than the workplace of the employer; (ii) for remuneration; (iii) which results in a product or service as specified by the employer, irrespective of who provides the equipment, materials or other inputs used, unless this person has the degree of autonomy and of economic independence necessary to be considered an independent worker under national laws, regulations or court decisions.77

Depending upon the type of gig work, gig workers operate in their own home, in their car or at a range of locations that are not controlled by the company who connects them with the gig work. They receive remuneration in most gigs from the company that controls the gig company for the provision of services or products.78 Gig workers would accordingly be covered by the Home Work Convention unless they are held to be sufficiently autonomous. This would depend upon the facts of each case.

If the Home Work Convention was applied to gig workers then this could have significant results for working conditions under which such

74. Gallin, supra note 73.
75. Peter Williams, Leveraging change in the working conditions of UK homeworkers, 15 DEVELOPMENT IN PRACTICE 546 (2005).
77. Id. art. 1(a).
78. See generally Williams, supra note 75.
work is performed. As they are subject to commercial contracts, most gig workers enjoy limited or no labour law protections. If they are held to come within the protection afforded by the Home Work Convention, then article 4 of that convention provides that these working relationships should be regulated and that equality of treatment shall be promoted; in particular, in relation to collectivising and equality of treatment between home workers and employees in the same industry, and in relation to discrimination protections. This would entitle gig workers to reasonable accommodations and adjustments and access to disparate impact and treatment protections. If article 4 was reflected in national laws, then the working conditions of Uber and Lift drivers would be compared with the conditions enjoyed by employees of regular taxis. Even though employees in the taxi industry do not enjoy fantastic working conditions, it is arguable that employees of taxi companies are still treated better than gig workers.

While international norms might be extended to regard gig workers as home workers, it is less clear if laws that protect home workers and outworkers can be extended over gig workers. Home work and outworker laws almost exclusively focus upon the working conditions of textile and apparel workers. For example, the Australian Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) defines an outworker to be either an employee who performs work for their employer at residential premises or, if the worker is not in an employment relationship, then the term is limited to workers in the “textile, clothing or footwear industry”. Because gig workers are almost never employees, only gig workers working in the textile and apparel industry can exercise rights as an outworker under the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth).

---


81. Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) Division 2, Section 12 (Austl.).
B. The CRPD and Precarious Work

1. The Drafting History of Precarious Work in the CRPD

No ILO convention or, prior to the CRPD, United Nations human rights convention has promoted precarious work as a means to enable vulnerable workers to exercise their right to work. While the CRPD’s approach to precarious work is remarkable, the drafters of the CRPD seemed to accept that this form of structuring work would assist workers with disabilities to exercise their right to work. The CRPD drafting process heavily involved persons with disabilities and their representative groups.82 While the CRPD remains a negotiated document, the debates involved the voices of persons with disabilities. Why then would the drafters seek to promote a form of structuring work that places persons with disabilities outside traditional labour law protective structures?

The committee that negotiated and drafted the CRPD, the Ad Hoc Committee on a Comprehensive and Integral International Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Rights and Dignity of Persons with Disabilities, considered persons with disabilities’ right to work in its third session.83 There was wide support for promoting persons with disabilities’ right to self-employment, with the outcome document noting that there “was general support for dividing sub-paragraph (c) into two sub-paragraphs, the first dealing with paid employment, and the second with self-employment.”84 The right to work in other human rights conventions only promotes traditional employment.85 Why then would the CRPD drafters promote measures that take persons with disabilities beyond the protection of labour laws? Perhaps it is because labour law fails to provide many persons with disabilities any meaningful protection.

---

82. Harpur, supra note 24.
84. Id. at 100.
2. Why Workers with Disabilities are Often not Protected by Labour and Employment Laws

Stating that many persons with disabilities do not benefit from the protection of labour and employment laws is controversial. Clearly, labour laws provide all employees protection, regardless of the employee’s level of abilities. Furthermore, there have been significant efforts to include disability human rights protections within traditional labour laws. How could its cohort be beyond the protection from organized labour and workplace institutions? Largely because workplace laws only work if you work.

Persons with certain impairments are not employed in significant numbers, and thus persons with disabilities are relegated to charity and human rights tracks. The acceptance of regulatory intervention’s importance and the adoption of anti-discrimination regimes, have not resulted in a concomitant increase in employment rates of persons with disabilities. In Australia, persons with disabilities who are attempting to compete in the labour market, have an unemployment rate of 8.6% compared to an unemployment rate of 5.0% for persons without disabilities. The actual statistic of unemployed persons with disabilities is much higher; only 53% of persons with disabilities participate within the labour force, compared to 81% for those without disabilities. A more concerning issue is the 39% unemployment rate of persons who have a severe or profound core activity limitation. People in this category are therefore 7.8 times more likely to be unemployed than Australians without a disability. To fall into this category, a person must have a “severe or profound limitation” in one of their core activities, such as self-care, mobility, or communication. People fall into this category if they have an impairment that is more than a moderate difficulty with a core activity. In other words,


89. Id.

90. Id.
the 39% figure includes many people who are very employable: i.e. people who are blind or on wheelchairs. The unemployment rates of persons with disabilities in Australia is similar to the position in Canada, where the rate is over five times higher than persons without disabilities,91 and in the United Kingdom, where persons with disabilities are more than three times more likely to be unemployed.92

It could be argued that people with disabilities are unemployed as their impairment prevents them from working.93 Even if the unemployment rates factor in those whose disabilities prevent them from working, the statistics demonstrate that non-ability differences are causing high unemployment rates. For example, 69% of persons with disabilities are unemployed.94 Subject to intersecting impairments, persons in this group are able to work.95 What is causing this denial of the right to work is a range of factors including direct discrimination (i.e. refusing to hire people due to their disability, because the employer incorrectly thinks they cannot do the job, or that the employer just does not want a person with disability to work for him), the operation of facially neutral policies, and structures in society that interact with ability differences to create disability.96

Although many persons with disabilities have not been able to successfully participate in the labour market, other work alternatives have been and continue to be embraced.97 Similar to other minority entrepreneurs, one popular alternative means of entering the workforce is to start a micro-business and become self-employed.98 Professor Peter Blanck

94. ROBERT SPRIGGS, RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS FROM RESEARCH INTO EMPLOYMENT LEVELS IN AUSTRALIA (2007).
and others have contended that, if managed correctly, self-employment can provide a space where people with disabilities can gain experience, training, and economic independence to move from unemployment, under-employment, or welfare-based income to meaningful work. Law makers recognised the benefits of self-employment for persons with disabilities and so included self-employment as a legitimate work outcome for this group in domestic laws, and now the value of this work option is currently reflected in CRPD Article 27(1)(f). Why then is precarious work, with all its reduced regulatory protections, regarded by disability scholars, disability advocates and law makers a viable work option for this group of vulnerable workers?

The right to work in the CRPD directs States to introduce measures to remove barriers that reduce the capacity of persons with disabilities to work. While the State needs to adopt measures to motivate employers and actors to avoid creating barriers to equality, or to remove existing barriers, often the self-employed person with a disability has the control to avoid the barrier to equality. For example, the right to work identifies barriers in relation to hiring, career advancement, and reasonable accommodations or adjustments where work systems are not accessible. In many situations, individuals with disabilities who are running their own micro-business do not need to employ themselves, and provided they can afford it, can attend any career advancement training they desire.

The human rights paradigm embraces both social and impairment factors when constructing disablement. There are impairment benefits for persons with disabilities who run their own businesses. For example, the fact that micro-businesses can be run from a home office means that

---


102. Id.  
103. Id.  
104. United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, supra note 2, art. 27(1)(d) and (e).  
106. Embracing the New Disability Rights Paradigm, supra note 52, at 4.
persons with mobility impairments are not required to identify strategies to commute to their place of work.\textsuperscript{107} The social model explains that people with impairments are often disabled by the way society is structured.\textsuperscript{108} The greatest benefit of self-employment is the increased power that persons with disabilities have to create disability-accessible work systems.\textsuperscript{109} Whereas anti-discrimination laws require employers to retrofit workspaces, persons with disabilities who run their own business have far greater control over how their work environment is designed and operated. This reduces the need for retrofitting, and increases the capacity of persons with disabilities to work.\textsuperscript{110}

While self-employment provides persons with disabilities greater control, it can reduce the support that comes with employment at a large workplace. As mentioned earlier in this paper, one reasonable accommodation and adjustment measure taken by larger organizations is the reassignment of a worker with a disability to a different position or to alter the worker’s duties. Performing these tasks are easier in larger organizations.\textsuperscript{111} A self-employed person with a disability who encounters barriers to equality may need external support to manage the impact of such barriers.\textsuperscript{112}

The capacity to control how work systems are designed and managed remains one of the primary benefits of self-employment for persons with disabilities.\textsuperscript{113} Do gig workers have control over the design and operation of their work systems? While gig workers may control their working hours, they do not control how their work systems are designed or


\textsuperscript{110} Scott Atkins, \textit{A Study into the Lived Experiences of Deaf Entrepreneurs: Considerations for the Professional}, 47 J. AM. DEAFNESS & REHABILITATION ASS’N 222 (2013).

\textsuperscript{111} Nicole B. Porter, \textit{Reasonable Burdens: Resolving the Conflict Between Disabled Employees and their “Coworkers”}, 34 FLA. ST. U.L. REV. 313, 314 (2007); Back Rooms, Board Rooms - Reasonable Accommodation and Resistance Under the ADA, supra note 62 at 112.

\textsuperscript{112} Sarah Parker Harris et al., \textit{Accessing Social Entrepreneurship Perspective of People with Disabilities and Key Stakeholders}, 38 J. OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION 35 (2013).

\textsuperscript{113} Fabricio E. Balcazar et al., \textit{An Empowerment Model of Entrepreneurship for People with Disabilities in the United States}, 23 PSYCHOSOCIAL INTERVENTION 145, 148 (2014).
operated. The technological control, monitoring, supervision, and capacity to terminate mean that the level of control exerted by gig companies is equal or greater than that which employers exert over many employees.

3. Workers with Disabilities and the Gig Economy

While gig workers may work remotely, the extent of control they have over or over the hardware or software that regulates their work activities will depend on how the business structures their operations. While gig companies may write some of their core software and have the legal right to alter it, many gig companies will purchase hardware and software from other companies. This limits their legal and practical capacity to alter such technology. With the exception of some legislation, most software providers do not have a duty to make hardware or software accessible for persons with disabilities when designing and manufacturing products. In the absence of legal compulsion, many gig companies may be reluctant to devote efforts to be inclusive. Interestingly, the development of personal relationships with internal champions is one way to motivate companies to make reasonable accommodations and adjustments. Personal contact can help combat stereotypes and the lack of human contact inherent in gig work may reduce the capacity to build such relationships.

CONCLUSION

Persons with disabilities and their advocates have not promoted self-employment because they are enthusiastic about precarious work structures. Many persons with disabilities embrace precarious work structures

114. Id.
120. It is possible that social media may partially offset this lack of human contact.
because they have been excluded from work by capital and ignored by organized labour. Accordingly, persons with disabilities and their advocates are not necessarily embracing this model, but prefer it over standard employment since the standard employment market has rejected them. Even where persons with disabilities are employed, their work situation is precarious as they encounter significant discrimination. They are often the last hired, the first fired, and overlooked for promotions.\textsuperscript{121} In this situation it is understandable why persons with disabilities and their representatives have embraced an option that enables persons with disabilities to exercise a discounted right to work.

Precarious work exposes persons with disabilities to considerable and enhanced vulnerabilities. Unlike sheltered workshops or social enterprises, precarious work structures have not been developed to promote equality.\textsuperscript{122} Precarious work is arguably symptomatic of wider moves in the labour market, shifting risk to workers and redistributing wealth to capital.\textsuperscript{123} What message does it send when the leading disability human rights convention promotes work arrangements which are outside most labour law protections? Persons with disabilities indicate that the precarious work structure is well-established within this highly vulnerable work population and should be widely adopted by law makers.

The increase of vulnerable work structures, such as gig work, should attract the interest of organized labour. Job insecurity and work vulnerability has been increasing at an alarming rate,\textsuperscript{124} but the situation is arguably more significant for workers with disabilities. Organized labour should be concerned by the growth of precarious work generally and by the potential for their members to join the ranks of workers with disabilities. Beyond the social justice issues associated with ability equality at work, the fact that millions of workers are disabled by occupational health and safety incidents\textsuperscript{125} means that the plight of workers with disabilities should be increasingly addressed by ILO conventions and by organized labour.

\textsuperscript{121} Basas, \textit{supra} note 39, at 799.
\textsuperscript{123} Fudge, \textit{supra} note 4, at 154.
\textsuperscript{124} Kerry Rittich, \textit{Vulnerability at Work: Legal and Policy Issues in the New Economy} 5-6, 9, 26 (2004).